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Chapter 9 1

Why Chocolate Eggs Can Taste Old but Not 2

Oval: A Frame-Theoretic Analysis of Inferential 3

Evidentials 4

Wiebke Petersen and Thomas Gamerschlag 5

Abstract So-called phenomenon-based perception verbs such as ‘sound, taste 6

(of)’, and ‘look (like)’ allow for a use in inferential evidential constructions of the 7

type ‘The chocolate egg tastes old’. In this paper, we propose a frame-theoretic 8

analysis of this use in which we pursue the question how well-formed inferential 9

uses can be discriminated from awkward uses such as #‘The chocolate egg tastes 10

oval’. We argue that object knowledge plays a central role in this respect and that this 11

knowledge is ideally captured in frame representations in which object properties 12

are easily translated into attributes such as TASTE, SMELL, AGE, and FORM. We 13

represent the more general knowledge of the range and domain of the attributes in 14

a type signature. In principle, an inference is recognized as admissible if the values 15

of one attribute can be inferred from the values of another attribute. In the analysis, 16

this kind of inferability is modeled as an inference structure defined on the type 17

signature. The definitions of type signatures and inference structures enable us to 18

establish two constraints which are sufficient to discriminate the admissible and 19

inadmissible uses of phenomenon-based perception verbs in simple subject-verb- 20

adjective constructions. 21

Keywords Inferential evidential • Phenomenon-based perception verbs • Frame- 22

theoretic analysis • Type signature 23

9.1 Introduction 24

As recently pointed out by Gisborne (2010) and Whitt (2009, 2010), perception 25

verbs play an important role as a lexical means to express evidentiality. In 26

languages like English and German especially, the evidential use of verbs of this 27
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type compensates for the lack of the elaborate grammatical system of evidential 28

markers which is attested for other languages in the typological literature (among 29

others Chafe and Nichols 1986, Willett 1988, de Haan 1999, Aikhenvald 2004). 30

For example, the perception verb ‘taste (of)’ can be used to express inferential 31

evidentiality as in (1). Here, the inference that the chocolate egg is old is based 32

on the way it tastes. More precisely, the proposition made up of the predicative 33

complement and the subject referent is inferred from the sensory evidence which is 34

explicated by the perception verb. 35

(1) The chocolate egg tastes old. 36

The evidential use of ‘taste’ in (1) can be differentiated from the nonevidential use of 37

the verb in (2), which is called the “attributary use” by Gisborne (2010). In this use, 38

the quality expressed by the secondary predicate is not inferred but rather perceived 39

directly in the way indicated by the perception verb. With respect to the example 40

in (2), this means that the fact that the chocolate egg is bitter is perceived directly 41

through its taste. 42

(2) The chocolate egg tastes bitter. 43

The attributary use can be considered more basic since the predicative complement 44

simply highlights a quality specific to the sense modality indicated by the verb. By 45

contrast, the evidential use in (1) is characterized by some kind of mismatch between 46

the predicative complement and the verb, since ‘old’ does not refer to a gustatory 47

quality of the chocolate. As a consequence, awkward combinations such as the one 48

in (3) cannot be ruled out as inferential evidentials by a mismatch between the 49

sense modality referred to by the verb and the quality expressed by the predicative 50

complement. Rather, (3) is excluded because the form of the chocolate egg cannot 51

be inferred from its taste. 52

(3) # The chocolate egg tastes oval. 53

The knowledge of admissible and nonadmissible inferentials such as (2) and (3) is 54

part of the speaker’s object knowledge.1 For instance, we know that chocolate has 55

a taste and that there is some correlation between the taste of chocolate and its age. 56

By contrast, we know that there is no such relation between the taste of a chocolate 57

egg and its form. One might think of a situation in which a blindfolded person has 58

to guess at the form of food put into his/her mouth, but then s/he would rather say 59

that something feels oval. 60

1The admissibility and awkwardness of the examples (1)–(3) can neither be explained by pure
linguistic nor by pure world knowledge. In our view, the strict separation between world and lexical
knowledge has to be abandoned in order to account for evidential uses of perception verbs.
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In Gamerschlag and Petersen (2012), we argue that this kind of object knowledge 61

is best captured in frame representations understood as recursive attribute-value 62

structures in the sense of Barsalou (1992). Properties such as taste, age, and 63

form can be translated directly into the corresponding attributes TASTE, AGE, and 64

FORM in the frame of an object such as a chocolate egg. Furthermore, we have 65

argued that different object types such as different types of chocolate eggs can be 66

represented in a type hierarchy whose elements differ with respect to the values 67

of the attributes. We have proposed a general constraint which conceptually well- 68

formed evidential constructions need to satisfy. It requires the attribute encoded by 69

the perception verb to exhibit covariation with the attribute for which the predicative 70

complement specifies a value. For instance, the attribute encoded by the verb ‘taste’ 71

in the evidential construction ‘The chocolate egg tastes old’ is TASTE while the 72

predicative complement ‘old’ refers to the value of the attribute AGE. The example 73

is well-formed since the values of TASTE and AGE covary for different instances of 74

chocolate eggs, i.e., the taste of an old chocolate egg is different from the taste of a 75

new one. By contrast, the construction ‘The chocolate egg tastes oval’ is awkward 76

because the attributes TASTE and FORM do not show covariation in the frame of a 77

chocolate egg. Since chocolate eggs are conceptualized by their specific egg-form, 78

they do not vary in their form. However, even the more general concept ‘chocolate 79

piece’ does not exhibit covariation between the values of the attributes TASTE and 80

FORM: an oval and a square piece of chocolate may have an identical taste. 81

Although our former approach in Gamerschlag and Petersen (2012) can be 82

considered adequate to capture the cognitive process of experiential learning and 83

deducing which underlies conceptually well-formed inferential evidentials of the 84

type in focus, it is problematic with respect to untypical instances of objects. The 85

approach depends on the key assumption that the type hierarchy can be learned 86

from the experience of individual instances and thus that for every instance there 87

exists an adequate type in the type hierarchy. Hence, in a realistic type hierarchy 88

of chocolate eggs there will also be untypical instances such as a new chocolate 89

egg with the taste of an old one and vice versa. As a consequence, covariation of 90

TASTE and AGE only holds if one disregards the untypical instances and narrows 91

the view to the typical instances. However, it is a nontrivial problem to capture the 92

notion of typical and untypical instances in a formal approach. One option would 93

be to introduce weighted type hierarchies in which the types are weighted by their 94

typicality. But this would raise new problems like how to compute the weights and 95

how to interpret them. In the present paper we will propose a different approach, 96

in which admissible inferences are directly built into the type hierarchy. Thus, we 97

extend the type hierarchies by explicit knowledge about admissible inferences. From 98

a cognitive point of view, this knowledge can be induced from experience. Before 99

coming to the details of our new analysis in Sect. 9.4, we will first introduce the 100

frame model in the next section and then present some more data on inferential 101

evidentials in Sect. 9.3. 102
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9.2 Frame Model 103

In our frame model we follow Barsalou’s claim that frames understood as recursive 104

attribute-value structures “provide the fundamental representation of knowledge in 105

human cognition” (Barsalou 1992, p. 21). A concept frame consists of a set of 106

attribute-value pairs with each attribute specifying a property by which the described 107

concept is characterized. For the attributes, we demand that they assign unique 108

values to concepts and are thus functional relations. Frames are recursive in the 109

sense that the value of an attribute is not necessarily atomic, but may be a frame 110

itself. Formally, frames can be represented as connected directed graphs with labeled 111

nodes (vertices) and arcs (edges): the arcs are labeled with attributes and the nodes 112

with types. The latter restrict both the domain and the range of the attributes which 113

are connected to the labeled nodes. Furthermore, one of the nodes in a frame is 114

identified as the central node of the frame. The central node is the node which 115

determines what the frame is about. 116

A graph drawing of an example frame is given in Fig. 9.1 (adapted from an 117

example in Petersen et al. 2008). The central node, which is marked by a double 118

border, represents the concept of a car with a 4-cylinder diesel engine.2 As the 119

central node is typed with car, this concept is modeled by a frame of type car. 120

Furthermore, three attributes apply to the central node, namely COLOR, ENGINE and 121

MILEAGE. These attributes specify the dimensions according to which the concept 122

is further characterized. Values assigned to attributes are frames themselves and 123

determine the concrete realization of the property given by the attribute. The values 124

may differ with respect to specificity and structural complexity. For instance, in 125

Fig. 9.1 the value of the attribute ENGINE is a complex frame with three additional 126

attributes, whereas atomic values, which are not further specified by additional 127

attributes, are assigned to the two attributes COLOR and MILEAGE. While the value 128

red displacement

car engine 4-cylinder

number diesel

COLOR

ENGINE
MILEAGE

DISPLACEMENT

CYLINDER

FUEL

Fig. 9.1 An exemplary car frame in graph representation

2Note that in our framework the central node does not necessarily need to be the root of the
graph (as it is in the example). Hence, it needs to be explicitly marked. For instance, in frames
of functional concepts like ‘mother of’ or ‘taste of’ the central node is usually not a root node of
the frame graph. For a discussion of frames with central nodes which are not roots see Petersen
and Osswald (this volume).
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of COLOR is rather specific, namely red, the value number of MILEAGE is not, since 129

it comprises the whole range of the function MILEAGE. It is the recursive structure 130

of frames and the possibility of choosing more or less specific types as labels for 131

their nodes that makes them flexible enough to represent concepts of any desired 132

grade of detail. 133

Note that our frames are closely related to feature structures as defined by 134

Carpenter (1992). However, they differ from this kind of structure in that the central 135

node need not be the root node of the graph (cf. Footnote 2). Frames, therefore, 136

can be regarded as generalized feature structures. Hereby our definition gains the 137

necessary flexibility to model the relationality of concepts like ‘spouse’ or ‘sister’ 138

that bear an inherent relation (cf. Petersen and Osswald this volume). However, for 139

the present paper, relational concepts and their properties are not relevant. 140

Formally, a concept frame is defined as follows (cf. Petersen 2007, p. 5): 141

Definition 9.1. Given a set TYPE of types and a finite set ATTR of attributes. A 142

frame is a tuple F D .Q; Nq; ı; �/ 143

where: 144

– Q is a finite set of nodes, 145

– Nq 2 Q is the central node, 146

– ı W ATTR � Q ! Q is the partial transition function, 147

– � W Q ! TYPE is the total node typing function; 148

such that the underlying graph .Q; E/ with edge set E D ffq1; q2g j 9a 2 ATTR W 149

ı.a; q1/ D q2g is connected. 150

The underlying directed graph of a frame is the graph .Q; E/ with edge set E D 151

f.q1; q2/ j 9a 2 ATTR W ı.a; q1/ D q2g. 152

If �. Nq/ D t , we say that the frame is of type t . If �.q/ D t is true for a frame, 153

we call this node a t -node. And if ı.a; q1/ D q2 is true for a frame, we say that the 154

frame has an a-arc from q1 to q2. 155

So far, the frame representation as described above does not impose formal 156

restrictions on either the type of the node an attribute may be attached to or on 157

the type of its value. This can lead to undesirable frames in which attributes connect 158

nodes with inappropriate type labels not fitting the domain and the range of the 159

attribute (e.g., an attribute FUEL connecting a node of type book to a node of 160

type number). In order to restrict the set of admissible frames, we assume a type 161

signature which conveys two kinds of information: first, it defines the set of types 162

and imposes an order on it. Second, it states appropriateness conditions for the types 163

which specify the domain and range of attributes (cf. Carpenter 1992). 164

An example type signature is given in Fig. 9.2 (taken from Petersen et al. 2008). 165

Here, subtypes, i.e., more specific types, are written below their supertypes (e.g., 166

apple is a subtype of fruit, which is itself a subtype of physical object). The 167

hierarchy of types is enriched with appropriateness conditions (ACs). For instance, 168

‘SHAPE:shape’ is an AC for the type physical object. ACs fulfill two tasks: first, they 169

restrict the attribute domains by declaring the set of adequate attributes for frames of 170
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physical object
COLOR: color
SHAPE: shape

fruit
TASTE: taste

apple
SHAPE: round

dice
SHAPE: angular

color

red green blue

shape

round angular

...taste

sour sweet

Fig. 9.2 Example type signature

a certain type (e.g., the attributes SHAPE and COLOR but not TASTE may be attached 171

to nodes of the type physical object). Second, they restrict the attribute ranges by 172

requiring all values of an attribute to be at least of a certain type (e.g., the values of 173

TASTE may be of type taste, sour or sweet, but not of type red). Subtypes inherit all 174

ACs of their supertypes and may tighten them up. For example, in the type signature 175

in Fig. 9.2 the type fruit inherits the ACs ‘COLOR:color’ and ‘SHAPE:shape’ from 176

physical object, adds the AC ‘TASTE:taste’ and passes all three ACs on to its subtype 177

apple. The latter tightens the inherited AC ‘SHAPE:shape’ up to ‘SHAPE:round’. 178

Both the example type signature in Fig. 9.2 as well as the example frame in 179

Fig. 9.1 exhibit some kind of redundancy: strings which occur as attribute labels 180

occur as type labels as well (e.g., the AC ‘TASTE:taste’ at the type fruit in 181

Fig. 9.2 or the labels ‘engine’ and ‘displacement’ in Fig. 9.1). Such redundancies are 182

typical in typed attribute-value representations like feature structures and frames. 183

In contrast to grammar formalisms like Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar, 184

HPSG, (Pollard and Sag 1987, 1994) which use frames as a technical device, we 185

assume that frames are cognitive structures (Löbner this volume). In order to capture 186

the ontological status of attributes we follow the arguments given by Guarino 187

(1992), who points out that attribute concepts like COLOR which bear an inherent 188

relationality always carry two interpretations: they can be interpreted denotationally 189

as the set of all colors and relationally as the function assigning to each object 190

its color. Thus in terms of frames, there is a systematic relationship between the 191

attribute COLOR and the type color; the former corresponds to the relational and the 192

latter to the denotational interpretation of ‘color’. The attribute COLOR denotes the 193

color-assigning function and the type color the value range of this function. 194
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In our type system, there exists for each attribute a unique type corresponding 195

to the value range of the attribute. As the correspondence between these types and 196

the attributes is one-to-one, we can identify the attributes by their range types and 197

postulate that the attribute set is a subset of the type set (for details, see Petersen 198

2007). If we refer to such a label in its role of an attribute resp. function, we will 199

simply call it attribute and use small capitals for its label and when we refer to it in 200

its role of a type we will call it an attribute type. In our example type signature in 201

Fig. 9.2 we can find three attribute types, namely shape, color and taste. Note that 202

the subtypes of an attribute type need not be attribute types themselves. Furthermore, 203

we assume that for each attribute ATTR the type signature contains an introductory 204

type with the AC ‘ATTR:attr’, which states the relation between the label ‘attr’ used 205

as an attribute and as a type, namely that the type denoting the value range of ATTR 206

is attr.3 207

Formally, we define a type signature based on the definition of a type hierarchy 208

(Petersen 2007, p. 13f.): 209

Definition 9.2. A type hierarchy .TYPE; w/ is a finite partially ordered set which 210

forms a join semilattice, i.e., for any two types there exists a least upper bound. A 211

type t1 is a subtype of a type t2 if t1 w t2. 212

Given a type hierarchy .TYPE; w/ and a set of attributes ATTR � TYPE, an 213

appropriateness specification on .TYPE; w/ is a partial function Approp W ATTR � 214

TYPE ! TYPE such that for each a 2 ATTR the following holds: 215

(i) Attribute introduction: There is a type Intro.a/ 2 TYPE with: 216

– Approp.a; Intro.a// D a and 217

– For every t 2 TYPE W if Approp.a; t/ is defined, then Intro.a/ v t . 218

(ii) Specification closure: If Approp.a; s/ is defined and s v t , then Approp.a; t/ 219

is defined and Approp.a; s/ v Approp.a; t/. 220

(iii) Attribute consistency: If Approp.a; s/ D t , then a v t . 221

A type signature is a tuple .TYPE; w; ATTR; Approp/, where .TYPE; w/ is a type 222

hierarchy, ATTR � TYPE is a set of attributes, and Approp W ATTR � TYPE ! 223

TYPE is an appropriateness specification. 224

The first two conditions on an appropriateness specification are standard in the 225

theory of type signatures (Carpenter 1992), except that we tighten up the attribute 226

introduction condition. We claim that the introductory type of an attribute ‘a’ 227

carries the appropriateness condition ‘a:a’. By the attribute-consistency condition, 228

we ensure that Guarino’s consistency postulate holds (Guarino 1992). 229

Type signatures may be considered an ontology covering the background or 230

world knowledge. According to Definition 9.3 below, a frame is considered to be 231

3Note that in the AC ‘ATTR:attr’ the expressions ATTR and attr do not refer to two distinct objects
carrying identical labels, rather the two expressions are identical and denote the same object
(attr 2 ATTR � TYPE). Only to improve readability we use typography as a marker to distinguish
between the attribute role and the type role of an attribute.
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well-typed with respect to a type signature if all attributes of the frame are licensed 232

by the type signature and if additionally the attribute values are consistent with the 233

appropriateness specification. 234

Definition 9.3. Given a type signature .TYPE; w; ATTR; Approp/, a frame F D 235

.Q; Nq; ı; �/ is well-typed with respect to the type signature, if and only if for each 236

q 2 Q the following holds: if ı.a; q/ is defined, then Approp.a; �.q// is also defined 237

and Approp.a; �.q// v �.ı.a; q//. 238

The definition of the appropriateness specification guarantees that every arc in 239

a well-typed frame points to a node that is typed by a subtype of the type 240

corresponding to the attribute labeling the arc. In the remaining, we claim that all 241

frames are well-typed. 242

For our frame-based analysis of inferential uses of PBVs in expressions like ‘The 243

chocolate egg tastes old’ we need to solve the problem of deducing the implicit 244

attribute AGE from its value old specified by the adjective ‘old’. To this end, we 245

introduce the notion of a minimal upper attribute of a type (cf. Petersen 2007). Since 246

Definition 9.2 claims that the attribute set is a subset of the set of types, technically, 247

types may be subtypes of attributes: 248

Definition 9.4. An attribute a is called a minimal upper attribute (mua) of a type t , 249

if it is a supertype of t (a v t ) and if there is no other attribute a0 with a v a0 v t . 250

A minimal upper attribute of a type t is denoted by mua.t/. 251

The example type signature in Fig. 9.2 shows several instances of minimal upper 252

attributes. For example, TASTE equals mua.sour/ and COLOR equals mua.red/. Note 253

that, although no such instance occurs in the example type signature, a type may 254

have more than one minimal upper attribute (cf. Petersen et al. 2008). 255

9.3 Inferential Evidentials and Phenomenon-Based 256

Perception Verbs 257

Before presenting our analysis, we will first have a closer look at the type of 258

perception verbs that show up in inferential evidentials. Characteristically, these 259

verbs belong to a subclass of perception verbs which realize the stimulus as subject, 260

whereas the experiencer usually remains unrealized. Since perception verbs of this 261

type demote the experiencer and focus on the perceived phenomenon, they are called 262

phenomenon-based perception verbs in the typological study by Viberg (1984). 263

Alternative terms of reference for this subclass are stimulus subject perception 264

verbs (Levin 1993), object-oriented perception verbs (Whitt 2009, 2010), and 265

SOUND-class verbs (Gisborne 2010). In the following, we will use Viberg’s term 266

phenomenon-based perception verbs (henceforth: PBVs). As illustrated in (4) 267

there is a PBV for each of the five sense modalities in English which isolates a 268

specific sensory attribute of the subject referent ‘chocolate egg’ and allows for the 269
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specification of a value by means of an adjective. For instance, ‘soft’ in (4c) specifies 270

a value of the attribute TOUCH while ‘bitter’ in (4d) denotes the value of the attribute 271

TASTE. The attributes encoded by the PBVs in (4) can be translated directly into 272

attributes in frame representations, as will be shown in the next chapter. 273

(4) The chocolate egg . . . 274

a. looks oblong. (SIGHT) 275

b. sounds hollow. (SOUND) 276

c. feels soft. (TOUCH) 277

d. tastes bitter. (TASTE) 278

e. smells sweet. (SMELL) 279

The examples given in (4) are instances of the attributary use of PBVs. In addition, 280

all of the PBVs can show up in inferential evidentials. Since they select a predicative 281

argument, they involve an embedded proposition which consists of the subject 282

referent and the embedded predicate. This property makes verbs of this subtype 283

particularly suitable for the use in inferential evidentials and sets them apart from 284

other types of perception verbs such as ‘hear’ and ‘listen (to)’ which realize the 285

experiencer as subject. 286

The sentences in (5) illustrate the evidential use of PBVs, in which a mismatch 287

between the attribute encoded by the verb and the value explicated by the adjective 288

leads to the inference of a suitable attribute. In (5a) ‘happy’ cannot be interpreted 289

as the value of SIGHT. Instead, it is a specific state of a person’s MOOD which 290

is inferred from the way s/he looks. Likewise, ‘solid’ in (5b) does not specify a 291

SOUND-quality but rather the SOLIDITY of the wall. In (5c) ‘expensive’ charac- 292

terizes the PRICE of the seats, which is deduced from their TOUCH. The adjective 293

‘French’ in (5d) refers to the ORIGIN of the wine, something one can guess from 294

its TASTE. Finally, in (5e) the smell emitted by the carpet serves as an indicator to 295

judge its AGE. 296

(5) a. Peter looks happy. (SIGHT ! MOOD: happy) 297

b. The wall sounds solid. (SOUND ! SOLIDITY: solid) 298

c. The car seats feel expensive. (TOUCH ! PRICE: expensive) 299

d. This wine tastes French. (TASTE ! ORIGIN: French) 300

e. The carpet smells new. (SMELL ! AGE: new) 301

The inferences in the above examples are implicatures since they can be negated 302

without yielding a contradiction. As can be seen in (6), the sentence in (5d) can be 303

combined with the negation of the inference. 304

(6) The wine tastes French, but actually it’s not French, but Italian. 305

Before we come to our analysis, it is important to note that languages differ 306

significantly with respect to the repertory of PBVs and the flexibility of inferential 307

evidentials based on these verbs. As shown in Gamerschlag and Petersen (2012), 308

French only has the PBVs sonner ‘sound’ and sentir ‘smell (of)’, which are highly 309

limited with respect to the predicative complements they can take. Moreover, the 310
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inferential use of these verbs is virtually absent. By contrast, German has a repertory 311

of PBVs which is similar to English and is at least as flexible in the inferential use. 312

The following analysis is designed to capture the conceptual base of inferential 313

evidentials in languages like English and German, whereas we will not address 314

language-specific restrictions. 315

9.4 A Frame-Based Analysis of the Attributary 316

and Evidential Use of PBVs 317

The aim of this section is to give a frame-based analysis of the different uses of 318

PBVs that is rigid enough to model the conditions which determine the acceptability 319

of these uses. We will examine the attributary use and the inferential use separately 320

and formulate constraints that rule out awkward sentences such as ‘The chocolate 321

egg smells oval’ or ‘The sound tastes sweet’. As a premise of this analysis, we 322

assume a fixed type signature .TYPE; w; ATTR; Approp/. 323

9.4.1 Attributary Use: Judging Well-Typed Instances by Object 324

Knowledge (Direct Perception) 325

If a PBV is used noninferentially, as in ‘The chocolate egg tastes bitter’, its 326

predicative complement expresses a quality of the subject referent that is perceived 327

directly via the sense modality specified by the verb. From a frame-theoretic 328

perspective, PBVs specify attributes. Hence, a noninferential use of a PBV is given 329

if, first, the attribute specified by the verb is admissible in the frame of the subject 330

referent and, second, if the adjective corresponds to a type that fits into the range of 331

the attribute. To be more precise, we claim that the lexicon provides a lexical frame 332

Fsubj of type tsubj for the subject referent, a type tadj for the adjective and an attribute 333

attrpbv for the PBV. Moreover, the frame 334

tsub j tad j
attrPBV

consisting of these components is required to be well-typed: 335

(C1) WELL-TYPEDNESS CONSTRAINT: The frame ..q1; q2/; q1; ı; �/ with 336

– �.q1/ D tsubj, 337

– �.q2/ D tadj, 338

– ı.at t rPBV; q1/ D q2 339

is well-typed with respect to the type signature .TYPE; w; ATTR; Approp/. 340
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physical object
TOUCH: touch
SOUND: sound
SIGHT: sight

food
TASTE: taste

sugar
TASTE: sweet

chocolate egg
SIGHT: oval

taste

sweet sour bitter

sight

oval angular

...sound

low high

dice
SIGHT:angular

Fig. 9.3 Section of the type signature covering the background world knowledge

chocolate egg bitterTASTEFig. 9.4 Frame of a
bitter-tasting chocolate egg

This constraint can be seen as a specific variant of a more general principle which 341

captures the selectional restrictions of a verb (or of heads in general) by means of 342

a constraint that requires the arguments to mirror (some of) the attributes encoded 343

by the verb. Even more generally, a universal well-typedness constraint demands all 344

concept frames to be well-typed. Constraint C1 is merely a specific instance of this 345

universal constraint. 346

Three simple examples shall help to illustrate the constraint. Figure 9.3 shows a 347

simplified section of the underlying type signature. It covers some world knowledge, 348

like the fact that food usually has a taste, while for example sounds do not. Note that 349

the actual type signature covering the full world knowledge of a speaker would be 350

much more complex. An example that does not violate constraint C1 is (2), repeated 351

as (7) below: 352

(7) The chocolate egg tastes bitter. 353

Since a chocolate egg is a kind of food and TASTE is an appropriate attribute for 354

objects of type food and bitter is an admissible value for the attribute TASTE, it 355

follows that the frame for example (7) in Fig. 9.4 is well-typed and that (7) does not 356

violate constraint C1. 357

There are two possible ways to violate constraint C1: first, the attribute expressed 358

by the verb may not be appropriate for the frame of the subject referent. Second, the 359

adjective may not specify a possible value or a possible value set of the attribute 360

expressed by the verb. An example of the first type of violation is: 361

(8) #The sound tastes bitter. 362
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Here, TASTE is not an appropriate attribute in a sound frame since in the type 363

signature in Fig. 9.3 sound is not specified as a subtype of the type physical object, 364

which is the introductory type of TASTE and thus the least specific type for which 365

TASTE is an appropriate attribute. Hence, the frame for (8) in Fig. 9.5 is not well- 366

typed and (8) is ruled out by constraint C1.4 367

sound bitter
TASTE

Fig. 9.5 Non-well-typed frame of a bitter-tasting sound violating constraint C1

The example in (3), repeated as (9), illustrates the second type of constraint 368

violation: 369

(9) # The chocolate egg tastes oval. 370

The attribute TASTE is appropriate for a frame of type chocolate egg, since 371

chocolate egg is a subtype of the type physical object. But, according to the type 372

signature in Fig. 9.3, the values of TASTE must be of type taste or of one of the 373

subtypes of taste. Since oval is not a subtype of taste, the frame for (9) in Fig. 9.6 is 374

not well-typed and constraint C1 is violated by (9). 375

However, not all PBV-based constructions violating constraint C1 are unaccept- 376

able. In the next subsection, we will give a frame-based analysis of constructions 377

with inferential uses of PBVs that exhibit the same type of mismatch as the example 378

in (9), but are acceptable. 379

9.4.2 Inferential Use: Deducing Attributes and Types Through 380

Knowledge of Admissible Inferences 381

A mismatch between the attribute encoded by the verb and the value type encoded 382

by the adjective as in (9) does not necessarily result in an awkward construction. 383

Instances of inferential uses like the introductory example repeated in (10) are 384

acceptable although, in principle, they exhibit the same kind of mismatch. 385

(10) The chocolate egg tastes old. 386

4Note that it is not principally impossible to declare properties of abstract entities like sounds.
Clearly, expressions like ‘a loud sound’, in which the adjective specifies the value range of the
attribute VOLUME encoded in ‘sound’, are unproblematic. Even synesthetic metaphors like ‘a loud
color’ are acceptable. For a frame-based analysis of these expressions see the discussion in Petersen
et al. (2008).
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chocolate egg ovalTASTE

Fig. 9.6 Non-well-typed frame of an oval-tasting chocolate egg violating constraint C1

Although old is not a subtype of taste, a chocolate egg may taste old. This is 387

because old chocolate usually has a special taste which results from chemical 388

processes which take place over time. However, language users do not need to 389

have any chemical knowledge to accept or produce (10), it is sufficient if they 390

have experienced enough chocolate-tasting events with old and new (resp. fresh) 391

chocolate in order to learn that the age of chocolate influences its taste and that thus 392

usually the approximate age of a piece of chocolate is deducible from its taste. We 393

will refer to this type of knowledge as knowledge of admissible inferences. 394

In our analysis, we will capture the knowledge of admissible inferences by 395

defining an inference structure on the type signature. Such an inference structure 396

states for each type which attributes can be inferred from others. It can thus be seen 397

as a relation which assigns pairs of attributes to types. Two conditions must hold 398

for an attribute pair which is related to a type by an inference structure: first, both 399

the inferred attribute and the one from which it is inferred must be appropriate for 400

frames of the type in focus. Second, we claim that subtypes inherit the inference 401

properties of their supertypes. The first condition excludes undesirable inferences 402

as for example TASTE ! AGE for objects of type movie (a movie has an age, but 403

no taste) or TASTE ! COCOA CONTENT for objects of type apple (an apple has a 404

taste, but no cocoa content). The second condition ensures that the knowledge of 405

admissible inferences is not lost when specifying a concept in greater detail: in the 406

type signature all information is monotonically transferred downwards from types 407

to their subtypes. Hence, if an inference relation TASTE ! AGE is true for chocolate 408

in general, it is true for chocolate eggs as well. Formally, inference structures are 409

defined as follows. 410

Definition 9.5 (preliminary version). INF � TYPE � ATTR � ATTR is an 411

inference structure on a type signature .TYPE; w; ATTR; Approp/ if the following 412

holds: 413

(i) Compatibility: if .t; a1; a2/ 2 INF then both Approp.a1; t/ and Approp.a2; t/ 414

are defined. 415

(ii) Specificity closure: if .t1; a1; a2/ 2 INF and t1 v t2 then .t2; a1; a2/ 2 INF. 416

Elements of INF are called inference relations. If .t; a1; a2/ 2 INF we say that 417

attribute a2 is inferable from attribute a1 in frames of type t . 418

So far, the definition of inference structures only captures the knowledge of which 419

implicit attribute is, in principle, inferable from an explicitly mentioned one. For 420

example, the information .chocolate egg; TASTE, AGE) 2 INF expresses that for 421
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...
TASTE → AGE

...

chocolate egg

taste

sweet bitter imp[ food,TASTE,old ] imp[ food,TASTE,new]

imp[choc.,TASTE,old] imp[choc.,TASTE,new]

age

old new

...
food

TASTE: taste
AGE: age

Fig. 9.7 Example type signature with inference structure and implicit value types

chocolate eggs the attribute AGE, which is implicit in expression (10), is inferable 422

from the attribute TASTE, which is explicitly expressed by the verb in (10). However, 423

the common knowledge of admissible inferences is more complex and quite fine- 424

grained. It involves some knowledge of the implicit value of the attribute expressed 425

by the PBV: the taste of an old-tasting chocolate egg is totally different from the 426

taste of old-tasting whisky or old-tasting cheese. Hence, the type of the subject 427

referent heavily influences the implicit value of the attribute expressed by the PBV. 428

Furthermore, the implicit value also depends on the PBV used: for instance, old- 429

tasting and old-looking are two different properties of an object. Finally, the implicit 430

value depends on the adjective used: e.g., old-tasting and fresh or new-tasting is 431

not the same. In consequence, the implicit value type of the attribute expressed by 432

the PBV depends on three pieces of information: the type of the subject referent, 433

the attribute expressed by the PBV and the type specified by the adjective. The 434

following extension of Definition 9.5 captures the knowledge of implicit value 435

types: 436

Definition 9.5 (continued). If INF � TYPE � ATTR � ATTR is an inference 437

structure on a type signature .TYPE; w; ATTR; Approp/ then the following holds: 438

(iii) Existence of implicit value type: if .t; a1; a2/ 2 INF then there exists for 439

each Approp.a2; t/ � ti an implicit value type impŒt;a1;ti �
2 TYPE with 440

Approp.a1; t/ v impŒt;a2;ti �
. 441

Figure 9.7 shows a section of an example type signature with inference structure 442

and implicit value types. Note that due to space limitations, most types and ACs 443

stated in the type signature in Fig. 9.7 are left out. However, in what follows we will 444

assume that our type signature is complete and includes all the inference relations 445

and ACs mentioned so far. In Fig. 9.7 the inference relation .food; TASTE; AGE/ 2 446
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INF is specified as TASTE ! AGE for the type food.5 The inference relation 447

.chocolate egg; TASTE; AGE/ 2 INF is inherited from type food and thus not 448

explicitly stated in the type signature. Due to the third condition of Definition 9.5, 449

the fact that .chocolate egg; TASTE; AGE/ 2 INF and that taste � old implies 450

the existence of the implicit value type impŒchocolate egg;TASTE;old�. Altogether, the 451

single inference relation .food; TASTE; AGE/ 2 INF implies the existence of four 452

implicit value types: impŒfood;TASTE;old�; impŒfood;TASTE;new�; impŒchocolate egg;TASTE;old�; and 453

impŒchocolate egg;TASTE;new�. 454

Furthermore, since the unification of two frames fails whenever the types are 455

not unifiable, we have to assume additional types, for the conjunction of implicit 456

value types with other types (e.g., a chocolate egg can at the same time taste old 457

and bitter). It turns out that inference relations may increase the number of types in 458

realistic type signatures dramatically and type signatures with inference structures 459

can become quite complex. The question arises whether all types are needed and 460

whether the assumption of such an extensive type signature is cognitively realistic. 461

However, from a cognitive perspective, the huge amount of additional types is not 462

problematic, as these types result from a productive process. Thus they do not need 463

to be learned or memorized, they can be produced whenever necessary from the 464

inference relations. 465

The problem as to whether all productively generated types are needed or 466

whether they lead to overgeneralization needs more attention. First, we would like 467

to point out that although expressions like ‘The chocolate tastes semi-aged’ sound 468

awkward to the average chocolate consumer, this is not necessarily the case for 469

chocolate experts. Additionally, for other types of food like ‘cheese’ it is common 470

to assign them the property ‘tastes semi-aged’. Furthermore, the argument that our 471

definition of inference structures produces for non-chocolate experts the superfluous 472

type impŒchocolate;TASTE;semi-aged� would only hold, if for objects of type chocolate the 473

value type semi-aged would lie in the range of the attribute AGE (cf. Definition 9.5, 474

condition (iii)). Thus, the expression ‘The chocolate tastes semi-aged’ can only be 475

accepted by somebody who also accepts the expression ‘The chocolate is semi- 476

aged’. Second, even if some superfluous types are likely to be produced, one could 477

modify our analysis by assuming weighted types and a continuous adaption of 478

the type signature in the process of language learning. Many awkward expressions 479

produced by young children can be explained by overgeneralizations, resulting from 480

a not yet finally fine-tuned type signature. To sum up, our assumption is that the 481

types are first productively generated and then in a later stage speakers learn by 482

experience which types give raise to less used expressions and consequently weaken 483

their weights or remove them. 484

5It is not clear whether .food; TASTE; AGE/ is a realistic inference relation as the value range of
TASTE for objects of type food is so diverse that there is probably no general correspondence
between the age of food and its taste. However, some of our informants accepted the sentence ‘The
food tastes old’ and in order to exemplify the inheritance of inference relations we included this
relation into our example type signature.
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Given a type signature with an inference structure, an inferential construction 485

such as ‘The chocolate egg tastes old’ is admissible if the frame 486

tsubj imp[tsubj,attrPBV,tadj]
attrPBV

built from the type of the subject referent, the attribute specified by the PBV and the 487

implicit value type, is well-typed with respect to the type signature. These conditions 488

are formalized as follows. 489

(C2) INFERENCE CONSTRAINT: There exists a minimal upper attribute mua.tadj/ 490

of tadj such that .tsubj; at t rPBV; mua.tadj// 2 INF and the inferred frame 491

.fq1; q2g; q1; ı; �/ with 492

– �.q1/ D tsubj 493

– �.q2/ D impŒtsubj;at t rPBV;tadj�
494

– ı.at t rPBV; q1/ D q2 495

is well-typed with respect to the type signature .TYPE; w; ATTR; Approp/. 496

The frame inferred from ‘The chocolate egg tastes old’ is depicted in Fig. 9.8a. 497

Since it is well-typed with respect to the type signature with the inference structure 498

in Fig. 9.7, the example ‘The chocolate egg tastes old’ is admissible. Instead of 499

using the technical type labels of implicit value types from Definition 9.5, one could 500

alternatively use more descriptive type labels like old chocolate taste in Fig. 9.8b. 501

Example (9) which violates constraint C2 is repeated in (11): 502

(11) # The chocolate egg tastes oval. 503

In (11), the minimal upper attribute of type oval is SIGHT. Although SIGHT is an 504

appropriate attribute for a frame of type chocolate egg and oval an appropriate value 505

for SIGHT, (11) violates constraint C2 because TASTE ! SIGHT is not an inference 506

relation of type chocolate egg (.chocolate egg; TASTE; SIGHT/ … INF). That is, for 507

chocolate eggs it is usually not possible to detect their optical appearance from their 508

taste. By consequence, (11) is ruled out as an inferential evidential. 509

The fact that the inferences in the inferential uses of PBVs are implicatures, 510

which can be negated, is compatible with the frame analysis. Consider the example 511

in (12): 512

(12) The chocolate egg tastes old, but actually it is not old, but pretty new. 513

Logically, (12) states a conjunction of the propositions ‘The chocolate egg tastes 514

old’ and ‘The chocolate egg is not old’. The conjunction is admissible although 515

the adjective ‘old’ and its negation cannot hold of an object at the same time. The 516

reason for this is that in (12) ‘old’ does not determine the value of the attribute 517

AGE, but of the attribute TASTE. Hence, the value of AGE can be specified by the 518
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a chocolate egg imp[choc.,TASTE,old]
TASTE

b chocolate egg old chocolate tasteTASTE

Fig. 9.8 Two variants of a frame of an old-tasting chocolate egg (above with technical type label,
below with informal type label)

chocolate egg imp [choc.,TASTE,old]

chocolate egg new

=
imp [choc.,TASTE,old]

chocolate egg

new

AGE

TASTE

TASTE

AGE

Fig. 9.9 Frame of an old-tasting chocolate egg which is not old but new

chocolateegg oldAGE AGEchocolate egg new not def.

Fig. 9.10 Contradictory frames for old and new chocolate eggs

adjective ‘new’. In terms of frames, both conjuncts in (12) can be translated into 519

a frame, one for the old-tasting chocolate egg and one for the new chocolate egg. 520

Figure 9.9 demonstrates that these two frames can be unified, resulting in a frame 521

of an old-tasting chocolate egg that is not old but new. 522

An example of a nonadmissible conjunction is given in (13): 523

(13) # The chocolate egg is old, but it is new. 524

Conjunctions lead to contradictions if the frames of the conjuncts cannot be unified. 525

For example, (13) is not admissible, since the two frames in Fig. 9.10 cannot be 526

unified. The unification fails because both frames specify a value for the attribute 527

AGE and both values are incompatible with each other with respect to the type 528

signature and therefore cannot be unified. This follows from Definition 9.1, which 529

states that attributes are partial functions and thus cannot simultaneously assign two 530

distinct values to the same node. 531
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9.5 Results 532

We have shown that the analysis of both the attributary use and the inferential 533

use of phenomenon-based perception verbs requires explicit reference to object 534

dimensions.6 Consequently, a frame-theoretic approach which captures object 535

dimensions as frame attributes is ideally suited for the analysis of both uses. For both 536

uses, we have formulated a separate constraint that has to hold. By relating both 537

constraints to each other, the following hypothesis on PBV uses sums up the results 538

of the preceding sections: 539

HYPOTHESIS ON PBV USES: An expression: 540

(E) subject ı PBV ı adjective 541

is admissible if and only if (E) satisfies one of the constraints C1 and C2: 542

– If (E) satisfies C1 then (E) is an instance of an attributary use of a PBV. 543

– If (E) satisfies C2 then (E) is an instance of an inferential use of a PBV. 544

Both constraints C1 and C2 are based on well-typedness conditions of frames that 545

are specific to PBV constructions. Thus, both constraints can be seen as special 546

instances of a universal well-typedness constraint that claims that constructions are 547

admissible if and only if they result in well-typed frames. 548

Moreover, we have shown that our approach can model the fact that the 549

knowledge of admissible inferences exhibits varying degrees of abstraction. For 550

example, the generalization that there is a relation between the taste and the age 551

of food is captured by the inference relation .food; TASTE; AGE/ 2 INF. The 552

applicability of this generalization to more specific instances of food results from 553

the principle that subtypes inherit all the properties of their supertypes. Furthermore, 554

specific value co-occurrences of the attributes in an inference relation can be built 555

directly into the type signature as implicit value types. 556

In our frame-theoretic analysis of inferential evidentials, we have focused on 557

the identification of admissible PBV-uses and demonstrated that it is well-suited 558

to account for the fact that the inferences are implicatures which can be negated. 559

However, we have not discussed the process of inferencing as a result of which 560

admissible inferences are established. We consider the integration of this process 561

into the frame account as a future task which has to be tackled in order to arrive at 562

a full-fledged frame model of inferencing. On the formal side, this also involves a 563

truth-conditional interpretation of frames. 564

6From a cognitive perspective, abstract object properties such as taste and age can be conceived as
object ‘dimensions’. A dimension can be defined as a set of mutually exclusive properties of which
an individual has exactly one at each point of time (cf. Löbner 1979). Thus, stative verbs encoding
specific object dimensions can also be referred to as ‘stative dimensional verbs’ (cf. Gamerschlag
et al. 2013 for a frame analysis of posture verbs such as ‘stand’ and ‘sit’, which constitute another
type of dimensional verbs.
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